Pursuant to the Decision of the University of Zadar tenth Expert Council for Humanities in the field of Science, for the field of Arts and the Interdisciplinary field of Arts in academic year 2013/2014, Class: 112-01/14-01/03 File no. 2198-1-79-10/14-20 of July 11, 2014, to the Decision of the University of Zadar tenth Expert Council for Biomedicine and Health, Biotechnical, Natural, Technical and Interdisciplinary field of Science in academic year 2013/2014, Class: 112-01/14-01/03 File No: 2198-1-79-10/14-21 of July 14, 2014, and to the Decision of the University of Zadar eighth Expert Council for Social Sciences in academic year 2013/2014, Class: 112-01/14-01/03 File No: 2198-1-79-10/14-22 of July 15, 2014, the University of Zadar

INVITES APPLICATIONS

1. for the position of a Teaching Assistant with the title of an associate, on a temporary basis (instead of MM), in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Comparative Literature, in the Division for Croatian Language and Literature at the Department of Croatian and Slavonic Studies,
2. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of MM) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Division for Croatian Language and Literature at the Department of Croatian and Slavonic Studies,
3. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of MM) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Linguistics, in the Division for Croatian Language and Literature at the Department of Croatian and Slavonic Studies,
4. for the position of a Teaching Assistant with the title of an associate, on a temporary basis (instead of ŽN), in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Department of Italian Studies,
5. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of ŽN) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Department of Italian Studies,
6. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of ŽN) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Division for French Language and Literature at the Department of French and Iberoromance Studies,
7. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of ŽN) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Division for Iberoromance Studies at the Department of French and Iberoromance Studies,
8. for advancement of a lecturer from the scientific and teaching title of Assistant Professor to the scientific and teaching title and the position of Associate Professor (instead of ŽN) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Literary Theory and History, in the Division for Iberoromance Studies at the Department of French and Iberoromance Studies,
9. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of PŽ) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of History, branch of Croatian and Global History of Middle Ages, in the Department of History,
10. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of PŽ) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Philology, branch of Anglophone Studies, in the Department of English,
11. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of PŽ) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of
Philology, branch of Classical Philology (Greek Language), in the Department of Classical Philology,
12. for advancement of a Senior Research Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of SK) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Archeology, branch of Prehistorical Archeology, in the Department of Archeology,
13. for advancement of a Senior Teaching Assistant to the position of Assistant Professor with a scientific and teaching title (instead of SK) in the scientific field of Humanities, field of Archeology, branch of Ancient and Middle Ages Archeology, in the Department of Archeology,
14. for selection of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title (engine officer), on a temporary basis, in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Sea and River Traffic in the Department of Maritime Studies,
15. for selection of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title (deck officer), on a temporary basis, in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Sea and River Traffic in the Department of Maritime Studies,
16. for selection of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title, on a temporary basis, in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Mechanical Engineering, branch of General Mechanical Engineering (construction) in the Department of Maritime Studies,
17. for selection of a lecturer with the scientific and teaching title to the position of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Full Professor or Full Professor with permanent title (position for a repatriate), part-time 50%, in the scientific field of Biotechnical Sciences, field of Agriculture (Agronomy), branch of Fishing, in the Department of Ecology, Agronomy, and Acquaculture,
18. for selection of a lecturer with the scientific and teaching title to the position of Assistant Professor, on a temporary basis (until the return of a temporarily absent lecturer) in the scientific field of Biomedicine and Health, field of Veterinary Medicine, branch of Fundamental and Pre-Clinic Veterinary Sciences, in the Department of Ecology, Agronomy, and Acquaculture,
19. for selection of an associate to a Post-Doctoral position on a temporary basis, part-time 20% (a vacant post), in the scientific field of Biomedicine and Health, field of Clinical Medical Sciences, branch of Anatomy, in the Department of Health Studies,
20. for selection of an associate to a Post-Doctoral position by title, on a temporary basis, in the scientific field of Biomedicine and Health, field of Clinical Medical Sciences, branch of Internal Medicine in the Department of Health Studies,
21. for the position of a Teaching Assistant with the title of an associate, on a temporary basis (until the return of a temporarily absent Teaching Assistant), part-time 50%, in the scientific field of Social Sciences, field of Economics, branch of Organisation and Management in the Department of Economics,
22. for selection of an associate as a Teaching Assistant by title, on a temporary basis, in the scientific field of Social Sciences, field of Economics, branch of Organisation and Management in the Department of Tourism and Communication Studies.

Applicants are expected to meet the requirements of the Labour Act (Official Gazette, no. 149/09, 61/11, 82/12 and 73/13), the requirements of the Act on Scientific Activity and Higher Education (OG, no. 123/03, 198/03, 105/04, 174/04, 2/07 – Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Croatia 46/07, 45/09, 63/11, 94/13 and 139/13) and the regulations based therein, as well as the requirements of other acts.

Applicants to the title of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Maritime and River Transport (deck officer) should have completed Graduate University Nautical Studies, or Undergraduate Nautical Studies along with a pass grade in the examination for deck officers on vessels of 3000 BT or larger.

Applicants to the title of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Sea and River Transport (engine officer) should have completed Graduate University Marine Engineering Studies, or Undergraduate University Marine Engineering Studies along with a pass grade in the examination for engine officers on a vessel of 3000 BT or larger.

Applicants to the title of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Social Sciences, field of Economics, branch of Organisation and Management in the Department of Tourism and Communication Studies.
and Communication Sciences are expected to have gained experience in project applications to the European Structural Funds.

Expressions used in this notice of competition relating to gender are used neutrally, and refer to both genders.

Applications should be submitted to the University of Zadar, 23000 Zadar, M. Pavlinovića bb.

A letter of application should be submitted along with two copies of:

- curriculum vitae (for all titles),
- evidence of qualifications (professional title, academic title or academic level) and other documents to prove that the applicant meets the requirements of selection criteria for a particular title (for all titles)
- certificate of Croatian citizenship or evidence of citizenship of another state (for all titles),
- evidence of knowledge of the Croatian language (for foreign citizens),
- evidence of scientific title if the selection to the relevant scientific title has already been completed, or published books, research papers or other works relevant to the scientific title (for scientific and teaching titles)
- list of books, research papers and other works presented in two groups: up to the last selection or re-selection, classified by category, and after the selection, classified by category (for scientific and teaching titles),
- a report indicating research and teaching experience (for scientific and teaching titles)
- evidence of a pass grade in the examination for engine officers on a vessel of 3000 BT or stronger (for the title of an associate as a Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Sea and River Traffic "engine officer")
- evidence of a pass grade in the examination for deck officers on a vessel of 3000 BT or larger (for the title of an associate as a Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Technical Sciences, field of Traffic and Transport Technology, branch of Sea and River Traffic "deck officer")
- evidence of experience in preparing project applications to the European Structural Funds (for the title of an associate as Teaching Assistant by title in the scientific field of Social Sciences, field of Economics, branch of Organisation and Management, in the Department of Tourism and Communication Sciences),
- official transcript with the grade point average for the past study (without the grade of Graduate Diploma final exam) or additional certificate of study confirming the exams passed and the grades obtained, including the information on study workload and the subject contents (for associates as Teaching Assistants),
- evidence that the applicant graduated as one of 10% of best students of the year, or as one of 10 best graduates if fewer than 100 students graduated from the same study (for associates as Teaching Assistants)
- evidence of positive results obtained by institutional evaluation of the applicant's teaching performance, or evidence of positive results obtained by student surveys at an institution of higher education (for applicants who have taught classes at institutions of higher education).

Letter of application, curriculum vitae, report on research and teaching experience, abstracts and lists of published papers are also submitted in electronic form (on a CD) as PDF files, in two copies.

Deadline for applications is 30 days from the date of publication of this Competition Notice in the Official Gazette.

Late applications and applications without the evidence of meeting the stated requirements will not be taken into consideration.

Selection process will be completed within the legally bound period, and applicants will be notified within 15 days from the candidate selection.

Rector

Prof. dr. sc. Ante Uglešić